Model 14T968DC
Feature
5-4-3-2 Stitch Capability

1,300 Stitches-Per-Minute

Benefit
Different stitch types ensure the perfect stitch, regardless of the project:
Cover Hems, Chain Stitching, Rolled Hems, Flatlocking.

Professional speed for faster results.

Color-Coded Threading System

The complete, easy-to-read diagrams make threading a snap. Just follow
the color-coded diagram on the machine for easy threading.

Fully Automatic
Self-Adjusting Tension System

Sew perfectly balanced stitches on all fabric types.

Differential Feed

Fully adjustable to ensure even feed for perfect seams on every fabric
type; no stretching or puckering! It is also useful for keeping knit
fabrics and bias-cut fabrics from becoming stretched out.

Attachable Clean Pocket

The attachable clean pocket keeps the sewing area clean by catching the
trimmed fabric.

4 Built-In Rolled Hems

More hem options, especially for lightweight fabrics. Converting to the
Rolled Hem sewing mode is effortless. An easy access lever moves the
stitch finger in position for rolled hemming.

Includes Seven Snap-On
Presser Feet

All-Purpose, Beading, Blind Hem, Cording, Elastic, Shirring and Taping.

Adjustable Stitch
Length & Width

Extra-High Presser Foot Lifter

Keeps seams strong and prevent bunching on any fabric type.

Offers extra clearance when placing multiple layers of bulky fabric under
the presser foot.

Model 14T968DC
Feature
Moveable Upper Knife

Adjustable Presser Foot
Pressure

Portable

Sewing Space Light

Included Accessories

Warranty

Benefit
Don’t want to trim as you sew? Just place the Upper Knife into the
nonworking position and the machine will stitch, but not trim the fabric.
The presser foot pressure is pre-set to optimal settings. However, feel free
to override these settings according to fabric type.

Carry handle makes it easy to take your serger to class with you.

Keeps your sewing space illuminated.
All-Purpose Foot
Elastic Foot
Blind Hem Foot
Shirring Foot
Beading Foot
Cording Foot
Taping Foot
Screwdrivers
Clean Pocket
Knife
Spool Cap
Anti-Spill Net
Oiler
Brush
Tweezers
Spreader
Needles
Cone Adapters
Clean Pocket
Soft-Sided Dust Cover
Instruction Manual with included stitch chart
CD “Overlock Workbook”
25 year manufacturer’s defects, 2 year electric and electronic components,
90 days parts and labor

Feature
Triple-Cover Stitch

Double-Cover Stitch

Chainstitch

Benefit
5.6mm triple topstitch.

Depending on which needle position is selected, the width of the
double-cover stitch can be either 5.6mm wide or 2.8mm wide.
Suitable for straight seams or for topstitching with decorative threads.

Five-Thread Safety Stitch

This stitch is suitable for woven fabrics and provides a durable seam for
heavy weight fabrics such as denim and terrycloth. Depending on which
needle position is selected, the width can be either 5.6mm wide or 2.8mm
wide.

Four-Thread Safety Stitch

The stitch is appropriately used when sewing a medium weight woven
fabric, such as linen or cotton.

Four-Thread Ultra-Stretch
Stitch

This four-thread stitch is a favorite when sewing knit fabric because the
stitch stretches as the fabric stretches. It can also be used as a seam and
seam finish for medium to lightweight woven fabrics.

Three-Thread Overlock Stitch

Two-Thread Overlock Stitch

Rolled Hem Stitch

Flatlock Stitch

It is beneficial in preventing loosely woven fabrics from unraveling. The
width can be either 4.0mm wide or 6.0mm wide.
Ideal for sheer or lace fabrics. The width can be either 4.0mm wide or
6.0mm wide.

Beautiful three- or two-thread rolled hems can be created to add an
elegant fine finish to table linens, scarves, and much more.
Special decorative threads can be used to add texture and a dramatic
embellishment effect. Depending on which needle position is selected, the
width of flatlock stitch can be either 4.0mm wide or 6.0mm wide.
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